Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

4

QB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Carr, Derek

COLLEGE

Games Started

62

62

INJURIES
KEY STATS

TEAM

14-2-OAK

Oakland Raiders

10 YD

6023

214

4.67

1.64

SCHEME FIT

QB

YES

2014- 21 TD Passes (15th), 3,270 Passing Yds (19th), 58.1% Completion Percentage, 76.6 Passer
Rating (30th), 12 INTs (18th),10 FUM (6th) 2015- Pro Bowl, 350 Completions (10th), 32 Passing
TDs (7th), 13 INTs (9th), 4 Game Winning Drives (1st), 3,987 Passing Yds (13th), 61.1%
Completion Percentage (23rd), 91.1 Passer Rating (19th) 2016- Pro Bowl, Week 8 AFC Offensive
Player of the Week, 28 Passing TDs (7th), 3,937 Passing Yds (14th), 7 Game Winning Drives (2nd),
63.8% Completion Percentage (15th), 96.7 Passer Rating (8th), 6 INTs (28th) 2017- Pro Bowl, 22
Passing TDs (12th), 3,496 Passing Yds (14th), 62.7% Completion Percentage, 13 INTs (10th), 86.4
Passer Rating (19th), 1 Game Winning Drive

40 YD

WORST
PROJECTION

Positions Started Captain

45%

2014- L High Ankle Sprain (Weeks 4-7), L MCL Sprain (Weeks 6-7) 2015- R Thumb Sprain (Week
2, Listed Probable) 2016- L Fibula Fracture (Week 16- Wild Card Round, Placed on IR) 2017Back, Vertebra Fracture (Week 5)

Weight

BEST

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

28

Height

Tapes Viewed

Venit, Michael

YEAR – RD – TM

Fresno State (CAFR)
Games Played

Scout Name (Last, First)

3/28/1991 (27)

Arm

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

31 1/2 9 1/8

34.5

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

N/A

4.2

902"

N/A

2017: vs NYJ 9/17, vs LAC 10/15, @ BAL 10/29, vs NE 11/19, @ KC 12/10
Mental Processing, Competitive Toughness, Play Speed (Progressions), Accuracy, Poise, Decision
Making, Arm Strength, Extend Plays
Ball Placement (Deep Routes), Touch (Seam)
Very good starting QB with elite ability to extend plays, very good mental processing, decision
making, poise and arm strength and good competitive toughness, accuracy, mechanics and play
speed through his progressions. Shows to have adequate touch on intermediate throws on seam
routes, displays adequate ball placement on deep routes to hit a receivers outside shoulder and
demonstrates adequate torque through his core despite having very good arm strength.
Would be a fit in any system that incorporates 3/5/7 step drops with passing concepts that would
attack deep/intermediate areas, incorporating PA passes and using the RB as a pass catcher in the
screen game/ out of the backfield on high COD routes.

SUMMARY
4-year veteran who has played and started 62/62 games, though sustained a vertebra fracture during the season which
forced him from only 1 game. Starting QB and 3rd year captain for the Oakland Raiders, coached by Jack Del Rio. Has
had 3 OCs in his 4 years, though under OC Todd Downing, Carr runs an offense that implements 3/5 step drops while
attacking the short/intermediate areas of the field, which includes a heavy RB/WR screen game, while utilizing PA
passes to set up intermediate to deep route concepts on 1st/3rd downs. Has an even-cut frame, possesses solid height,
solid weight, adequate arm length and adequate hand size. Athletic ability is solid due to displaying good quickness,
solid balance and solid agility. Mental processing, pre-snap, is very good as he exhibits very good ability to diagnose
coverages/blitzes based on personnel/alignments and has very good ability to communicate audibles at the LOS based
on his diagnosis. Decision making skills are very good; exhibits very good skills to let routes develop and hit his WRs in
stride/check down when nothing is available to him, very good ability to move the ball down field quickly whether or
not it is a 2-minute situation, makes very good anticipation throws before his WRs are out of their breaks, very good at
adjusting to different coverages/blitzes, is very good at going through his progressions with good speed even if he does
audible pre-snap and is very good at not forcing throws while taking what the defense gives him. Play speed is good by
demonstrating good speed while going through his progressions and has good speed to get outside the pocket to
extend plays. Exhibits good mechanics due to having very good set quickness and very good release speed. Shows good
accuracy by being very good at delivering the ball to the short/intermediate/deep areas of the field (specifically to the
boundary), very good at throwing a catchable ball to maximize YAC, has good accuracy on short/intermediate timing
throws to the middle of the field, good ability to deliver the ball with accuracy to his 2nd and 3rd reads and has good
deep ball accuracy on Fly/Corner routes. His arm strength is very good as he displays very good ability to drive the ball
into small windows 20+ yards down the field and demonstrates very good ability to place the ball on the boundary
from the opposite hash on 15 yard Outs or 20 yard Comeback routes against Man coverage. Shows very good poise
under pressure as he still exhibits very good mental processing/decision making skills while maintaining solid
mechanics (balance is mostly affected). Has solid touch on Fly/Corner/Wheel routes toward the boundary in the
intermediate and deep areas of the field. Play strength is solid by demonstrating very good arm strength while
possessing solid upper body strength to absorb a hard hit and get back up. His ability to extend plays is elite by
showing elite ability to navigate/climb the pocket to let routes develop downfield and is very good at getting out of the
pocket, when necessary and making a very good throw on the run with good accuracy toward the boundary.
Competitive toughness is good by showing very good ability to move the ball down field in 2 minute situations, has
good mental toughness to be aware of the game clock/amount of timeouts, good ability to convert redzone
opportunities into touchdowns and has good physical toughness to stand in the pocket and take a hit. As it pertains to
mechanics, he shows adequate torque through his core. Shows adequate touch on seam routes in the middle of the
field over LBs as he either over or under shoots his target as this is seen against Tampa 2/Cover 3. Very good starting
QB with elite ability to extend plays, very good mental processing, decision making, poise and arm strength and good
competitive toughness, accuracy, mechanics and play speed through his progressions. Shows to have adequate touch
on intermediate throws on seam routes, displays adequate ball placement on deep routes to hit a receivers outside
shoulder and demonstrates adequate torque through his core despite having very good arm strength. Would be a fit in
any system that incorporates 3/5/7 step drops with passing concepts that would attack deep/intermediate areas of
the field while incorporating PA passes in the short and deep areas of the field. He could also benefit from having a RB
in his offense that would be productive as a pass catcher in the screen game/ out of the backfield on high COD routes.
Overall, he is a franchise cornerstone who will only get better with time and consistency with an OC.

